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[00:00:00] George Eadie: Welcome to episode five of Around the Table with George Eadie. 
And I'm your host George Eadie today, we'll be talking about the value of in-person 
educaGon. And this theme is in response to the many hopes up there are the technological 
panacea to educaGon challenges. Joining me today is Graham Sayer, Graham is in his 15th 
year of service to Somerset College in the Western Cape and his fourth as both the head of 
the senior School and ExecuGve Head of the whole college. And he is the youngest person to 
have been appointed to either role Graham is married to Roxanne and they have two young 
children, Miles and Madeline. 

[00:00:41] Graham. It is an absolute privilege to have you in the mix here today and to talk 
about this incredibly relevant topic, this idea of what is the right balance between online 
educaGon and in-person educaGon, and really unpacking the layers underneath those things 
to understand them beRer. So we can have those insights [00:01:00] inform how we take 
things forward from 2021 and beyond. 

[00:01:04] But Graham, before we get into the heart of the topic today, I think it's really 
cool. If the listeners could just learn a liRle bit about, you know, an aspect of your history, 
you know, where did you go to school? How was schooling for you?  

[00:01:16] Graham Sayer: Yeah. Thanks George. Nice to be here. Um, uh, yeah, so I look, I 
I've listened to some of your previous interviews and, um, one of the guests was talking 
about teachers who stood out for them. 

[00:01:27] Um, I've definitely got a couple of those. Yeah. Uh, about, I suppose my schooling 
experience was in the era where teachers preRy much had liRle fiefdoms going in their 
classrooms. There wasn't a great deal of accountability, you know, and I think quite o]en 
that that's sGll the case and that's not always enormously healthy. 

[00:01:48] Um, but when you're in the hands of a great teacher, it can be a wonderful, a 
wonderful experience. Right. But there's, we, we, we entrust our teachers with a heck of a 
lot. [00:02:00]  

[00:02:00] George Eadie: And Graham, were there any teachers that were parGcularly 
influenGal in your schooling? Yeah,  

[00:02:06] Graham Sayer: George, there were quite a few. Um, one, the first one I'm going 
to tell you about is John Bowen, who was a teacher at Beaumont, which is an excellent X 
model C school here in Somersetwest. 



[00:02:18] He was a Welshman, um, who told lots of jokes, loved wordplay. Um, love to get 
you involved talking about things, teaching the class about things. And so there were some 
excellent pedagogical principles that, that stuck with me from that experience of being 
educated by him and then Richard , who was a science teacher at Pinelands high school, also 
another famous, um, X model C school, which I think is a model for transformaGon in many 
ways in the country. 

[00:02:44] So there's another. Um, part of my history. I think that that, that that's helped me 
understand the landscape. I need to navigate our school through the moment. Um, and, uh, 
and he was, he was great because he, [00:03:00] he was clear and concise and he had 
excellent subject knowledge. And again, he got his students acGve in the classroom. 

[00:03:10] He didn't just lecture and then walk off and expect you to, to apply it. So, you 
know, I think great teachers, um, they embed pedagogical principles. And very o]en when 
we see student teachers coming out of the system, they tend to teach in the mode that they 
experienced at school more than they apply what they're being taught. And someGmes 
that's good. Um, but most o]en that's not.  

[00:03:39] George Eadie: FascinaGng a condor member who'd was now, but, you know, um, 
by sort of deconstrucGng the human to sort of being someone who has this very small 
compartment of themselves, which is. Up the up and to the le], which is sort of just this le]-
hand side of their brain, as opposed to also the other side of their brain and their enGre 
body that all needed to get [00:04:00] educated in, in concert to actually have this person 
walk around with a level of integrity and a level of kind of coherence, um, in the world. 

[00:04:07] It just made me think of that. Just curious quesGon is, um, you know, as a 
headmaster, is it helpful to have been a goody two-shoes at school or was it actually helpful 
to have been a bit rebellious so that you can understand. The, you know, the, uh, the sinister 
strategies of, of young kids, um, which w which camp did you fall into?  

[00:04:27] Graham Sayer: Look at different points? In my, my schooling. I occupied either 
camp and someGmes the middle ground. So, um, yeah, I think in my early teenage years, 
and, and later teenagers, there's an absolute nightmare for my, yeah. But I ended up being 
elected prefect at Pinelands high school. Although I must say I was elected by the smoking 
lobby. 

[00:04:50] So the smokers, the school hated me. That was a liRle bit of a popular inserGon 
there. Um, but, uh, you know, and then in my primary school [00:05:00] years, I think it's 
quite typical, you know, developmentally that you toe the line and you're the good boy and 
well, the good girl, and that's what you aim to be. And you take what your teachers and 
elders say to you as gospel, you know, and you apply it. Um, so yeah, both having, having 
lived both lives is helpful. Yeah,  

[00:05:21] George Eadie: and completely necessary. And in a, in a, in an individual's 
development for finding where the boundaries are, cetera, but, but Graham let's, let's get 



into the heart of today. You know, you and your team, um, have headed out and done some 
research and it's incredibly Gmely research into what the value is of face-to-face learning, 
perhaps value that we have unGl April last year taken for granted. And so, I mean, one of the 
things that I kind of want to get, get into upfront is that you are the head of a privileged 
school in South Africa. And I really want to encourage you to, to speak [00:06:00] 
unapologeGcally about the challenges you face, you know, You know, one could potenGally 
have the comment that, you know, some of your challenges are so-called first world 
problems. 

[00:06:10] Um, um, by many quarters of South Africa. But I think in the, in the full landscape 
of challenges in South Africa, we need to give legiGmacy to all the challenges and, and, and 
what all aspects of the system can learn from, from each other. I just want to give you that, 
you know, that full permission in case you needed it, but maybe you just want to unpack a 
liRle bit about, you know, what insGgated this research that you went out and did, who, who 
was involved, like just unpack the context around that. 

[00:06:37] Graham Sayer: Yeah, look, I mean, obviously having had to navigate COVID has 
meant, meant that we had to pivot into online. Very rapidly. And thankfully, because of the 
way that we scan threats in the environment, we were able to do that. Actually, we started 
that work before, before lockdown even happened. Um, and that's part of what you're 
describing there, which is a very privileged [00:07:00] sejng. 

[00:07:00] We actually have the Gme and the resources to do that kind of work. And so you 
can get ahead of, of threats before they actually land up on your doorstep. Um, And during 
the course of it, obviously we, we considered starGng an online school because there was 
one of our strategic opportuniGes that we examined at our mid-year stretch session. 

[00:07:23] Um, and you know, some schools have gone ahead and done that. So St SGthians 
has got an online school, uh, which is an interesGng model, and of course for Valencia came 
out in that. Um, and it seemed iniGally that this was going to be a wonderful boom for them, 
and you'd see a massive growth in demand and, and take up of online schooling and that 
had really hasn't eventuated. 

[00:07:48] And now they've come out with sort of Valencia 2.0 with the UCT Online High 
School. And it's so beauGfully packaged that, um, that offering. Um, and [00:08:00] when we 
saw it, we thought, okay, this is something we need to address because of our experience of 
online, um, which is that it is not a panacea. It is not something which can easily replace in-
person and that's parGcularly around wellbeing. 

[00:08:16] And, and as we know, if you don't have. Well being, um, taken care of academic 
progress is in great grave peril. So that's, that's why we decided, look, we've got to put art, 
uh, perspecGve on, on online schooling, which makes the case for in-person so that people 
can make an informed decision about how they're going to configure their lives at home and 
how they're going to configure their kids' educaGonal journey's. 



[00:08:49] George Eadie: Excellent. Yes. That actually just jogged my memory of having a 
conversaGon with a dear friend of mine, Daniel McLachlan. He's a junior school teacher at 
the Ridge in Johannesburg, and he helped me to see [00:09:00] how all kinds of learning 
builds off a foundaGon of wellbeing. You know, if someone is, has got an impairment at that 
basis, It's very hard for them to be open to any kind of learning, to be curious, to be ready to 
grow. 

[00:09:13] So that's an interesGng thing that, that you guys highlight and what a great 
service it is to put in some, some valuable informaGon into the sector at this point in Gme, 
um, as parents out there, many of whom are preRy anxious, I'd imagine, um, having their 
kids being subject to this like enormous social experiment, really, and yet they need to make 
decisions um, you know, with that all in mind, It seems to me that the soluGon seems to, you 
know, for good schooling seems to be this nexus between digital and in-person experience.  

[00:09:45] And, um, you know, as you menGoned, uh, St SGthians, I also saw recently that 
Michael House has, is recruiGng a head of digital, you know, what our parents are learning is 
expecGng from resource schools, such as yourself, how would you describe the opGmal 
[00:10:00] balance that you're trying to end for and how, you know, how do you go about 
pulling that off. 

[00:10:03] Graham Sayer: Yeah, look, I mean, in, in, in thinking about this, you've really got 
to consider whether the fundamentals are in place. Right. And you've also got to understand 
the importance of the knowledge. curricullum. Because if you just go, all right, digital is the 
way of the future, which so many people are telling us, right? 

[00:10:22] This is, if you, if you don't have a program that centers on expanding the use of 
digital in your schooling environment, then you're going to fall behind and you're going to 
fail to deliver what's required educaGonally. Then you can forget to, uh, to emphasize with 
your stakeholders, with your students. With your staff, the importance of the knowledge 
curriculum, because it persists right?  

[00:10:46] So a lot of there's a lot of talk idea that denigrates the tradiGonal curriculum, 
right. And says, this is old school. It's silo-based. We need to move away from it as quickly as 
well. But that is a flawed paradigm in our view, [00:11:00] because it's the knowledge 
curriculum that provides the framework for discernment, right. 

[00:11:04] Between that, which is potenGally false and misleading and that which is 
plausible. So of course, knowledge development is acceleraGng at an incredible pace all the 
Gme. Right? So you can't as a teacher walking in the classroom, pretend that your 
knowledge based curriculum is the, be all and end all of knowledge, right. 

[00:11:25] Or that, you know, all things or that all things can even be known as you sit in this 
moment in Gme. Um, but it does provide you with orientaGon of the knowledge landscape, 
right? So that you are not at the mercy of search engines and algorithms that lead you down 



paths. Which are problemaGc, right? Because you can't actually discern what is false and 
misleading from what is potenGally plausible. 

[00:11:52] So the knowledge curriculum sGll has a really important role to play. And if you go 
around telling people that that's, you know, something of the past, [00:12:00] it's regressive, 
um, it's, it's problemaGc for the future, then your students arrive because they sGll have to 
write exams at the end of the day and they go. 

[00:12:10] Well, this is very different from what you guys are telling us is important and their 
engagement levels drop the gap between your vision cosGng and their daily experience 
grows discontent. Eventuates teachers feel like they're being relegated to the past. Their 
morale drops. And you're doing everyone a massive educaGonal disservice because you 
can't orientate them around the importance of knowledge as a tool for discernment. 

[00:12:37] Right. So, and, and, you know, so o]en when I'm in professional development 
spaces where people are talking about the benefits of digital for operaGons and for 
curriculum and that sort of thing, that tenor of the conversaGon. Is denigraGng of the 
educaGonal system that produced the parGcipants in that conversaGon, which to me is.
[00:13:00]  

[00:13:00] Wildly ironic. Right. Because if it was so bad, how did you get to this point? I think 
the subtext to that very o]en is, you know, I'm extraordinary. I, I rose above this archaic 
system and look at me now, you know, which is uRer nonsense. And, and, and, and, you 
know, one of your previous guests, you know, had a go at, I think probably Vigotsky, PIJ these 
people, you know, because this is 80 years old, et cetera, but you know what, that's a sound 
educaGonal theory and it's not like we haven't done research to dig into that theory and 
expound on it and correct. It, it has happened. It is happening, but there is, you know, that 
idea of the zone of proximal development is an important idea. You know, that students start 
out a parGcular point of competence and the way that they move and expand their 
competence is by negoGaGng problems with competent others, others who are ahead of 
them. 

[00:13:56] So adults and peers, and that is sGll [00:14:00] really valid. And that is part of 
what people are forgejng in this digital era, the importance of socializaGon to the 
development of competence and skill. Um, and, and it's very difficult to make up for that in 
an online space. Um, and so, you know, I think before we start talking about what's the 
opGmal balance, we need to remind ourselves of what the fundamentals are. 

[00:14:21] Um, my view is that in this country, we have unfortunately neglected the 
development of the teacher cohort. Um, for far too long, OBE was a dreadful dead end, 
which is a bit like a wizard of Oz process, which is let's set up an administraGve framework 
that we will impose on teachers, which somehow now is going to produce the right 
standards in the classroom. 



[00:14:49] And billions and billions of rands was spent on that. Whereas if we had actually 
started teacher training level, gejng the fundamentals going, they're recruiGng people who 
are [00:15:00] moGvated, who care about the profession and you have the right informaGon 
to actually go in and present an effecGve lesson. We would be in a much beRer space. 

[00:15:08] Um, so that's my, that's my view on, on, on digital and it's place. Digital is great to 
augment the teaching experience. Um, but it is not a replacement for educaGon through 
socializaGon, social contact.  

[00:15:25] George Eadie: Thank you so much for firstly, some of the research you've put 
into, you know, having listened to some of the previous podcasts build on some of those 
comments and potenGally in some cases, you know, counter them, it's really, really helpful 
from, for building our knowledge base here for me and for the audience. I couldn't agree 
more that, you know, the benefit I had from a knowledge based curriculum combined with 
an in-person experience. Has le] me personally and probably also all many other things, of 
course, like a fairly stable family environment, a socio-economic economic context, all those 
good things, many of [00:16:00] which it's hard to discern, which le] me, which was more 
influenGal in creaGng who I am today. 

[00:16:05] Um, you know, than what some of the other factors were. I recently came across 
Elon Musk's school where, you know, he uses this example of, you know, Don't teach an 
individual to use a screwdriver first, teach them to take apart a motor and in doing so they'll 
realize that they'll need a screwdriver cause this thing's hung together by screws and when 
they do so they'll get the screwdriver and they'll have an implicit understanding for its place 
in the world. 

[00:16:33] Rather than learning it in isolaGon. And it felt like it was a neat metaphor, but I 
wondered how applicable it is and, and that there is just some hard work that needs to be 
done in laying the foundaGon of knowledge. Um, so as you said, you know, for learners and, 
um, to be able to encounter that next, um, zone of challenge, um, that you're speaking 
about. Something that I'm finding a liRle bit hard to tease apart is that [00:17:00] to me, 
Digital possesses this ability to more efficiently take learners through a personalized path of 
knowledge development. 

[00:17:08] In other words, it can be incredibly helpful for knowledge development. And so I 
almost feel like the digital component would therefore stand on top of some of the things 
that you value, which is this thing around knowledge development, where does the, the, the 
digital aspect of things like suffer, I guess, or not be able to fulfill some of the things that you 
value. 

[00:17:31] Graham Sayer: Sure. Okay. There's quite a lot there, but can I just go back to your 
comment about Elon Musk's quotaGon is so Elon is just tendenGous by nature. He loves to 
just sGr things and someGmes he comes up with analogies, which are preRy facile though, in 
order to sGr the pot. And I think that's a reasonably facile analogy, you know, parGcularly 



when you consider that, um, good teaching has always had the component of showing you 
the real world value of what is being taught.[00:18:00]  

[00:18:00] You know? Um, so I mean, I think if you weren't taught how to use tools and were 
asked to take an engine apart, most people would give up very quickly. Right? You're not just 
going to be not. Everyone's like Elon Musk who has this kind of almost auGsGc focus on a 
task at hand who's so absorbed nothing else maRers. 

[00:18:19] Right. So he may be maybe that. You know, propel him through the frustraGon of 
not actually having the technique to take an engine apart. Um, you know, so I think that that 
analogy needs to put a work. And if you look at something simple, you know, like, like John 
Haje's list of effects, you know, his research, meta research into all of that, into a host 
hundreds of, of pedagogical intervenGons and their uh, impact on student outcomes. You're 
going to go, and you're going to find that in that there's a tool called the Irving Student 
EvaluaGon of Accomplished Teaching Scale. [00:19:00] And one of the components obviously 
is does this teacher help me understand how this is applicable in the real world? So good old 
fashioned teaching has always had that as a component. 

[00:19:12] And that's how you counter this narraGve and counter the exp the silo 
experience. Because when you're showing people real world applicaGon, you are by nature, 
breaking down silos. You know, you don't just teach a grammaGcal element in isolaGon. You 
have to show how this actually helps us understand power dynamics. 

[00:19:32] In, uh, you know, and how par dynamics are conveyed in the sentence or 
embodied in the sentence. Um, so, you know, I, yeah, I just, I, I think these tech gurus have a 
vested interest, obviously in promoGng the narraGve, the tech is the answer to everything. 
And I think our experience as human beings over this Corona period has shown that that's 
really flawed. 

[00:19:55] You know, what we, what we've really struggled with is a lack of connecGon with 
each other. [00:20:00] Um, and, and tech gives us the illusion that we can somehow make 
up for that loss. You know, through the seamlessness of the interface, it just feels right and 
feels easy. And this is another thing, these personalized learning parts. 

[00:20:14] So yeah, there's a lot of benefits to that, right. An AI can play a wonderful role in 
running diagnosGcs, which don't place a huge strain on the teacher to administer and to, 
and to assess and to, and, and to, to, um, put together responses to, um, but. If it's too easy 
for people to, to choose what suits them, you lose out on. what drives progress for us as 
people, right? Which is struggle and difficulty. And believe you, me as the head of an 
independent school, you know, I o]en say like this independent schools, it's sort of a 
modern retelling of the princess and the pea. It's like, you know, everything must be to my 
liking, [00:21:00] but you know what? 

[00:21:00] That is terrible for character. It's terrible for success in the real world. And that's 
one of the other dangers of these personalized learning paths. You know, that is just so easy 



that I can configure my day if I want. And when you're a young person it's too early to have 
that kind of power. It's too early to have that kind of facility available to you. 

[00:21:21] You have to, you don't learn self-regulaGon by osmosis. You learn it by 
parGcipaGng in a regularized rouGnized system, where not everything is to your liking.  

[00:21:33] George Eadie: FascinaGng. I'm loving this. Thank you so much. One of the things 
that came up in your daily Maverick, um, arGcle or not yours, but the one that was wriRen 
on the research. 

[00:21:44] Was, it's easy to forget about the sort of neurological preparaGon for learning 
that happens during, for example, break Gme at school. Um, something that's really difficult 
to replicate at home or online. And, um, I think later on in the arGcle that talked about 
movement, [00:22:00] autonomy and connecGon are criGcal during the school day for 
maintaining wellness. 

[00:22:05] Um, this allows for the release of dopamine neuro epinephrin and seratonine. 
That every team needs to feel good focus and maintain engagement to their studies. Um, so 
maybe can you just unpack this kind of neurological aspect? Yeah.  

[00:22:18] Graham Sayer: Well, I mean, you know, I think a lot of, uh, what you see in 
neurology is about the efficient use of resources, right. 

[00:22:26] Um, and, and, and when, when you see, when you're seeing your body producing 
certain hormones, chemicals in order to facilitate, um, you know, it's wellbeing and health. 
Okay. You need, you need to go well. Okay. It's probably not a good idea to interfere with 
that. Right? What are the process? What are the elements of our day and the way that we 
organize our Gme, that support. 

[00:22:50] Okay. Do we now want to change all of those elements and put these things at 
risk that's that's the focus for us? Um, you know, and I'm [00:23:00] sure it's possible to 
augment your day with acGviGes that can replace some of that, um, those neurological 
dynamics, but it's incredibly difficult. Um, you know, I think, uh, and this is part of the thing 
is, is that we think they're change. 

[00:23:18] Yeah. Is always, you know, I think there's a bias towards change in, in the tech 
sphere, you know, um, without remembering the importance of. You know, the importance 
of sort of rouGne, the importance of order, the importance of, um, of cauGon, you know, um, 
why, why have we been doing these things for so long? 

[00:23:42] What, what do they actually support in our, in our body chemistry? Um, and if 
we're going to remove them, how are we going to make up for that?  



[00:23:52] George Eadie: And perhaps do sort of land this, can you recount some kind of 
concrete examples? Of social [00:24:00] isolaGon in the last year or so from, from your land 
and community, you know, what has been, what have you noGced that some of the impacts 
of learners not being able to have these rouGnes that have previously supported them? 

[00:24:12] Graham Sayer: So, I mean, there, there are numerous, um, one of the things 
that's happened over the last while is that we've had a growth in demand for examinaGon 
accommodaGon. So that's scribes and readers and separate venues and all of these sorts of 
things. Um, and what's been, what's driven that we are in 2013, for instance, we had a 
report to the board, 53 kids in the senior school need exam accommodaGons. 

[00:24:37] Right. Um, and they were horrific. Ha, you know, how are we going to meet this 
need today? We sit at 78 in the senior school, 78, and I've checked with heads at 
independent schools in the Western Cape. And they've said exactly the same thing in our 
cluster is they're seeing exactly the same thing. The major drivers for us, they are, um, 
growth in anxiety disorders, growth in auGsm, spectrum [00:25:00] diagnosis. 

[00:25:01] And obviously. Growth in understanding amongst parents that you can seek these 
accommodaGons and they have the resources in our context in a way to get them. So that's 
part of the picture. Um, and you know, I think part of, part of the, part of the anxiety profile 
that we've seen in my students has come from the fact that with it, whether it's related to 
being on the spectrum or not, you know, everybody develops their sense of self in 
communion with other people, right. And we develop strategies for success. In our 
interacGons with others by daily, through daily contact. And when that's taken away from a 
teenager, parGcularly a teenager, who's maybe potenGally on the spectrum, this strategies 
fall apart and they come back into the social sejng and anxiety goes through the roof. 

[00:25:53] Because they know they can't cope and they feel they can't cope and they've lost 
connecGon with people. And that's something that I [00:26:00] think as adults, we tend to 
discount because we've had our Gme where we've developed those strategies. We've 
developed a sense of self we've developed a sense of self within community. 

[00:26:10] And now we, you know, it's easier for us. We don't want to commute into work. 
So I'll rather work behind my desk. So there's a bias in us as adults to say, well, this will 
probably work for my kids. Whereas we forget this healthy journey, which happened on the 
other side of the, you know, without screens away from the screens. In-person  

[00:26:30] George Eadie: fascinaGng. And I suppose this is related to the concept that you 
throw in a liRle bit more philosophically later there around idenGty construcGon. I'd love to 
just hear if whatever more you have to say about that as a concept. Cause it, it strikes me. 
Obviously something that conGnues to be important that at my age, even, but obviously the 
foundaGons are set in moGon. 

[00:26:53] And in the early years, can you just share a liRle bit about how you think about 
idenGty construcGon? [00:27:00]  



[00:27:00] Graham Sayer: Well, I mean, there's so much to say about how in-person 
schooling facilitates healthy idenGty construcGon, but I'll give you a couple of examples, 
right? Um, one of the great things about the model of schooling, which we have in this 
country generally, is that, you know, sports happen on campus for instance. Okay. So if 
you're a child who's struggling academically, you can perform in an ensemble, you can 
perform in a sports team. You can develop a relaGonship with your academic staff in that 
context where, which is when it is good for your ego, right? Because they see, oh, you're 
competent in this area. 

[00:27:40] And so when you come to class, you have that capital with you. to sustain the 
frustraGons and the engagement in the academic realm where maybe you don't feel that 
competent, you lack competence. Um, and, and then when, when students get into a 
difficult spot staff who know them from these other contexts [00:28:00] can reach them 
more easily. 

[00:28:03] Um, whereas in this Gme that's gone, right? So these kids are sijng without the 
benefits of socializaGon, you know, and I've just gone on at length about how criGcal that is. 
Right? So that's one thing that's missing. Now. They're missing connecGon with staff outside 
of the academic realm, which can leverage engagement in the academic realm. 

[00:28:24] And they're having to cope with this bar behind masks. So they're they're, they, 
they can't even see the teacher's face. They, they don't get to interact with their peers and 
see their face. And then the, the toll that, that takes on people's mental state is, is 
tremendous and incredibly detrimental. Um, and, uh, and so, you know, that's one example. 

[00:28:48] The other is what we do here, trek, which is a 27 day journey, 360 kilometers. 
Um, they cycle canoe hike. Um, and what happens there in terms of [00:29:00] idenGty 
construcGon is again, they it's. It's incredibly tough. Right? And parGcularly first ed D a day is 
people want to go home, et cetera. Um, but, uh, when they get to the end of that, they 
come back with this deep sense of their own strength. 

[00:29:17] Um, but not in no way, is it an arrogance because they've also seen their 
weakness, profoundly seen their weakness, and they've seen how relaGonships in a group 
can help you overcome that. Your points of weakness and reinforce your sense of your 
strengths. So that's sort of a microcosm of what in-person schooling does for you, you know, 
they're 27 day journey. 

[00:29:41] Um, and, and that's something I don't want us to forget as we talk about how we 
use tech and how we chart a future, where, where this is the right mix of tech, and in-person  

[00:29:54] George Eadie: At the risk of staying sort of a liRle bit too philosophical. There was 
another thing around the sense [00:30:00] of belonging. Came up. And I certainly can recall 
feeling a tremendous sense of belonging at school. 



[00:30:07] And you know, some of the effect of watching the first team rugby game, for 
instance, and standing shoulder to shoulder and singing together and kind of represenGng a 
certain color, certain in a certain sense of oneness. Um, you know, I would imagine there's so 
much about that. Implicit. And again, you know, a huge part of the, the, the in-person 
environment. 

[00:30:35] I mean, is there anything specific you'd like to add about that or is that kind of 
just an extension of what you've been saying?  

[00:30:41] Graham Sayer: Yeah. That's an extension of, of what I've been saying to a degree. 
Um, yeah. Uh, look, I, I would, I'd like to recommend a book by a chap called Jonathan. H a I 
D T, which is called the righteous mind where he looks at the impact of those kinds of 
[00:31:00] acGviGes on people's sense of belonging and wellbeing. 

[00:31:03] Um, but you've also got to obviously balanced to that with the fact that if. 
Difference difference also, you know, is part of the schooling experience and that how you 
work with difference is also criGcal to being able to make progress in the world and 
understand yourself. Um, but yeah, just, he presents a fascinaGng case, um, around how our 
values shape our interacGon with those two configuraGons. Of being, you know, as human 
as human beings, um, the  

[00:31:38] George Eadie: righteous mind. Excellent. Thank you so much for that. Okay. I've 
got, um, two more sort of le] field quesGons. Let's say if you were the minister of educaGon 
in South Africa. What would some of your prioriGes be? And to set us on a beRer path,  

[00:31:58] Graham Sayer: that's a really [00:32:00] dangerous quesGon to aRempt as the 
head of an extraordinarily privileged school, which is overwhelmingly white, sGll, um, you 
know, in the Western Cape, which is end in Sams at Western the Western Cape, which is one 
of the most privileged enclaves. 

[00:32:16] In the Southern hemisphere I'd imagined. So I do this with a great deal of cauGon. 
Right. And, and, and owning that. I really don't know what I'm talking about to a massive 
degree here. Okay. But for me, firstly, the unions are a problem in this country. I don't think 
that they, um, are necessarily always on the side of promoGng the right standards. 

[00:32:43] Um, you know, uh, so that, that, that is a major challenge. Um, And I, and I, and I 
want to recommend another book here. It's called Cleverlands by Lucy Crehans. So she goes 
and looks at the top performing Piza countries [00:33:00] and she, she goes in there, she 
speaks to the people. So there's a qualitaGve experience of what it is that makes those 
systems work supported by quanGtaGve analysis of what, what makes us systems work. 

[00:33:12] Um, and. Really, uh, an important thing to do for teachers is to make sure that 
they are properly supported. We've just spoken about all these elements of wellbeing, right? 
And, um, you almost have to be a social worker and a psychologist and, you know, all sorts, 
all manner of things to be a successful teacher in this country. 



[00:33:34] And that's incredibly difficult to do in Finland. For example, they say, right, what 
should a very good school? In terms of teaching resources. So what's the opGmal mix of 
experienced math teachers, science, teachers, and English teachers. Two junior. And 
teachers in counterparts in those posiGons, what should a student development unit look 
like? 

[00:33:55] Should you have an ed psych and an OT? If you can't have that at every school, 
does the [00:34:00] district have that? So they look at all of those requirements and they 
make sure that that's available in there in those contexts. And it's about rooGng those 
schools in their communiGes, the community. In which those schools are situated, must, 
must see that those schools are valuable. 

[00:34:15] They must, they must value those schools. So they must have a say in how those 
schools are run. And they must know that this is what you would like to see in a, in a high 
funcGoning school. And, and you must partner with us as the parents, as the members of 
this community to try and achieve that. Right. 

[00:34:30] That's, that's a, that's a basic, but one of the things which is really difficult to get 
right, is. Contact Gme. If you look at those top PIZA performing countries, it's between 17 
and 18 hours contact Gme a week. Okay. So much beyond that, you then have a situaGon 
where there isn't Gme for collaboraGon with colleagues. 

[00:34:51] There's very liRle Gme for reflecGon on pracGce, and then you don't get 
improvement in pracGce. Because people are just snowed under [00:35:00] wall-to-wall 
teaching, then marking then extra murals and then home. And then again, you're operaGng 
in a silos. You don't have those improvements. You know, we spend an enormous amount of 
money on educaGon, this country. 

[00:35:12] I think it's one of the highest percentages of budget in the world that is spent on 
educaGon. And unfortunately what we have to show for it. It's it's sad, you know, it's 
depressing. And I, and my, my, my, as I said, I alluded to OBE earlier. I think part of the 
reason that we're in this situaGon is we've gone for quick fixes. 

[00:35:33] You know, we've got to change, the demographics are rapidly. We've got to, um, 
uh, InsGtute OBE, which is basically an administraGve system, which we hope will force 
people to behave in the right way. Which just logically speaking, you know, as an 
administrator of a school is, is the wrong way to go about it, right? 

[00:35:54] You need people who are competent in the posiGons and you have the tools that 
they need and the resources they [00:36:00] need to actually fulfill their responsibiliGes. 
And then you can talk about. The, the framework for administraGon, but you can't produce 
that through administraGon. And my worry is that with digital, that people are going to 
throw their budgets at another quick fix, because it looks aRracGve in the package. 



[00:36:16] And again, we're going to neglect. Teacher development and resourcing schools 
and making sure that those schools are valued components of the communiGes in which 
they operate. So it's a lot of advice for the minister, but no, those are some of the things that 
I think about in our country. How do we achieve that? 

[00:36:34] Um, and I wouldn't want her job for, for all the money in the world. You know, it's, 
it's incredibly difficult. It's easy to criGcize. It's easy to. No suggest things, but she's facing a 
heck of a problem. And sorry, the other issue, obviously, the Jake's capital foundaGon has 
pointed this out many Gmes and everyone points it out. 

[00:36:55] It's the language. So, you know, if you, if you learning in your second [00:37:00] 
language, but that's the medium of instrucGon, essenGally in really complex subjects, you 
way behind you on the back foot immediately and for the rest of your schooling. And when 
you don't have schools that are integrated, how do you create an immersive language 
experience, you know, in, in English, for instance, because that ends up being at the medium 
of intrucGon. 

[00:37:22] Because all the people you're interacGng with all day, you know, I'll also see 
second language English speakers. So how do you develop confidence and competence in 
this medium of instrucGon? Um, and do you throw resources into making sure that you are 
translaGng as much material as possible? Um, yeah. So those are some of the challenges 
that I think she has to tackle.  

[00:37:45] George Eadie: Well, thanks for having a go at the quesGon. I really appreciate it. 
In some ways it was a hospital pass, but I'm so insighnul to hear some of what you think 
about in that space. And, um, definitely drawing, uh, themes from previous conversaGons 
around the importance of teacher development, [00:38:00] you know, as being a pivotal, 
um, aspect to, to get right. 

[00:38:04] We've covered a lot of ground today, Graham. Is there anything you'd like to add 
to the conversaGon that we haven't kind of goRen into, um, that I haven't specifically asked 
you about that you think is relevant for today's conversaGon.  

[00:38:17] Graham Sayer: Yeah, maybe I can just end with one last thing and maybe slightly 
tongue in cheek is that, you know, old Klaus Schwab and, uh, and the Gators and the rest of 
them were predicGng a Corona virus pandemic before it happened. 

[00:38:29] Um, and, and now what they're predicGng is a massive comprehensive cyber 
aRack, which will take out the internet across the globe. So whatever we're doing to plan for 
tech integraGon, we beRer have some redundancies. You know, you do beRer to make sure 
that you can deliver a good educaGonal experience without any tech. 

[00:38:49] Um, and, and also we need to look, we're looking at, um, water self-sufficiency 
and electricity self-sufficiency because this is a real possibility. Apparently [00:39:00]  



[00:39:00] George Eadie: Graham, it is incredibly encouraging to know that someone with 
your thoughnulness and clear passion and dedicaGon is leading one of south Africa's best 
schools. 

[00:39:12] Good luck with all the challenges that lie ahead and thank you for this thought 
leadership to assist, not just, you know, your learning community, but the naGon at large and 
even beyond so great respect and, um, good luck with everything that lies ahead and, um, 
Well done. Thanks George.  

[00:39:29] Graham Sayer: Can I just end with one last thing here? 

[00:39:31] Because I mean o]en told me one of the best schools in the country, but you 
know, what I think is a very good definiGon of, of a great school, a great school is a school 
that makes the best possible use of the resources available to it. So we are working with 
Nomzamo high here in Somerset, west, and, uh, Chris Ngobantu the head there and they're 
doing that. It's a container school, right? This is not a brick and mortar. But flip, are they 
being creaGve and are they're solving problems? And I think that is the kind [00:40:00] of 
narraGve that we have to propagate in this country, you know, because otherwise it's, 
hopeless. You've got to go, what are the resources available to us as a community? What can 
we do to make the best possible use of them? And when people see you doing that, they get 
inspired. I mean, and they, and then they want to contribute, you know, so for instance, with 
our Saturday school program, which we're going to be rolling out with them, Next year, Life 
Healthcare has just come along. They looked at our business plan. 

[00:40:26] We were going jeepers. Maybe they'll give us R50,000 . Maybe they'll just give us 
a liRle bit towards it. But we had to have the line item in our budget because we were like, 
well, we have to, we have to show that we are commiRed to this thing. They've just said, 
well, we'll fund the first three years. 

[00:40:38] So I think there are people out there who want to partner with those who have 
that view of taking ownership of their future, you know, making best possible use.  

[00:40:48] George Eadie: And definitely what strikes me. You know, the example of that is 
extremely transferable across mulGple contexts. You know, if you, as a learner or a teacher 
exposed [00:41:00] to that kind of leadership and that kind of context, um, it's that that's 
actually much more transferable. 

[00:41:05] Um, as an orientaGon and a mindset than almost anything else. Um, which is 
what's the, what's the definiGon of how to be competent in the world. Yeah, exactly.  

[00:41:14] Graham Sayer: I mean, that's one of the things we're talking to our kids about all 
the Gme now, because if you talk about wellbeing too much, people develop this default, 
which is, oh, someone will come and rescue me. 



[00:41:22] So what we want to call us to talk about is resilience instead, and a lot of 
resilience. Saying. Okay. So life is going to throw unbidden challenges, right? COVID being 
exhibit a, um, so what can I do to prepare myself to encounter those unbidden challenges? 
And that is select challenges for yourself. Choose your struggles now so that when those 
unbidden challenges come, you can go, I've got some confidence here cause I can overcome 
the difficult circumstances, you know, and I have. 

[00:41:52] Achieved the following things. Um, and, and I think that, again, it's, it's, it's what, 
what, you've, what you've noGced in what you've [00:42:00] reiterated is, is that that's the 
kind of ajtude we need to culGvate as individuals and as ciGzens of the country. Um, the 
construcGve one, which is about ownership and about tackling challenges that are going to 
set us up for success. 

[00:42:11] George Eadie: Graham, what a generous contribuGon today. Thank you so much.  

[00:42:14] Graham Sayer: It was a great pleasure. Thanks.  

[00:42:17] George Eadie: To Gp our hat to the answer series for hosGng this podcast. Here's 
a quick ad in response to COVID maths team began creaGng high impact videos to support 
grade twelves, trying to navigate the mathemaGcs curriculum from home. 

[00:42:30] We realized that creaGng high-impact scripted curriculum comprehensively. It 
was a big undertaking. It was a highly collaboraGve project among our experts. And we 
didn't want to just create videos so that we could create a nice press release. We wanted to 
create videos that teachers and learners alike could lean on and know that the very best and 
latest methods of introducing and explaining a topic would be used. 

[00:42:53] We are very proud to say that we've done just that get access to full curriculum 
coverage videos for just [00:43:00] R69 per month for R99 Rand for three days. Your 
subscripGon will end at the end of November. Don't worry. You won't be charged while on 
holiday in December. Go to www.theanswer.co.za and navigate to grade 12 videos, 
mathemaGcs don't expect entertaining videos. Expect no-frills learning value to support your 
exam success. 

[00:43:22] Wow, I really feel like I've been given a dose of new informaGon and food for 
thought today from Graham and. Just reflecGng on the conversaGon. There just a few things. 
I feel like I'd like to highlight immediately that that jumped out for me. I mean, I think 
number one was, you know, we need to exercise real cauGon before we throw out the big 
and small things that have served our educaGon soluGon very well in the past, but which we 
have perhaps taken for granted. 

[00:43:49] Um, and the second was that wellbeing is the foundaGon on which learning 
happens. And we would be well advised to weigh this factor heavily as we consider the 
educaGonal choices for our child. [00:44:00] As well as the soluGons we devise for improving 
educaGon as a whole. And the third and final thing that that really landed for me was that 



character and resilience are the real goals of educaGon and methods for building. These are 
unique to adolescents and you know, what we consider to work for as perhaps, as adults 
may simply not apply to a young person. A complicated topic, but one extremely relevant 
five Gmes. Thank you so much for listening. And we look forward to connecGng with you on 
future episodes.[00:45:00] . 

We're so glad that you took some Gme to listen to this episode of around the table. Follow 
us on social media for more updates at the answer series and follow me, George Eadie on 
TwiRer on the handle at George Eadie. You'll find links to these podcasts on our blog, or 
simply watch out for them on Apple Podcasts, SpoGfy, or wherever else you listen to your 
podcasts. Cheers. 


